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The Brandaris 128 ultra-high-speed imaging facility has been updated over the last 10 years through
modifications made to the camera’s hardware and software. At its introduction the camera was able
to record 6 sequences of 128 images (500× 292 pixels) at a maximum frame rate of 25 Mfps. The
segmented mode of the camera was revised to allow for subdivision of the 128 image sensors into
arbitrary segments (1–128) with an inter-segment time of 17 μs. Furthermore, a region of interest can
be selected to increase the number of recordings within a single run of the camera from 6 up to 125.
By extending the imaging system with a laser-induced fluorescence setup, time-resolved ultra-high-
speed fluorescence imaging of microscopic objects has been enabled. Minor updates to the system
are also reported here. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4758783]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ten years after its introduction, the Brandaris 128 ultra-
high-speed imaging facility1 is still the fastest digital high-
speed camera in the world to record more than 100 con-
secutive frames. Employing a rotating mirror, mounted on
a helium-driven turbine, a maximum frame rate of 25× 106

frames per second (Mfps) is achieved. Other cameras,
equipped with multiple synchronized sensors, are able to
reach higher frame rates up to 200 Mfps, using specialized
image intensifiers that can be gated down to 5 ns. However,
the number of frames within a single recording is limited to
16 in those cameras.

The Brandaris 128, shown in Figure 1, is based on the
camera frame of the Cordin 119 (Cordin Scientific Imaging,
Salt Lake City, UT). The rotating mirror camera design
allows for a high frame rate and high number of frames,
while the CCD sensors offer superior recording sensitivity
and flexibility. Various lenses can be mounted to suit the
experimental limitations, ranging from microscope objectives
to single-lens reflex camera objectives. The primary image
of an object is projected onto the rotating mirror prism by
two relay lenses. The three-sided mirror is mounted onto a
helium-driven turbine to redirect the image through the lens
bank onto the CCD sensors.

The optical configuration is schematically depicted
in Figure 2(a). The Miller principle for high-speed
cinematography5 was applied to obtain stationary images
while the mirror sweeps the light beam across the 128 lens
pairs in the lens bank, which refocus the image onto 128
highly sensitive, un-intensified CCD image sensors (Sony
ICX-055AL, 500× 292 pixels). The field lens and aperture
are used to match the numerical aperture (NA) of the light
beam to the NA of the lens pairs, thereby setting the exposure
time per channel. As the mirror rotates, the image formed on
a single detector changes slightly. The resulting blur, called

image drag, is minimized by projecting the primary image
as close as possible onto the apparent axis of rotation of the
mirror.6 A maximum image drag of 7.5 μm is produced by
the optical configuration and 50% of the channels suffer an
image drag of less than 4 μm, which is smaller than the pixel
height of the CCDs (12 μm) in the lateral direction.

A mass flow controller (MFC) (F-206AI, Bronkhorst,
Ruurlo, The Netherlands) was installed to regulate the flow
of helium to the turbine. Before an experiment is performed
the camera case is pre-filled with helium to reduce the viscous
drag on the turbine rotation. The maximum turbine speed of
20 000 rps is achieved at a flow rate of 2500 l/min and results
in a frame rate of 25 Mfps.

A custom designed CCD controller card (C3) coordinates
the image capture process for every four CCD detectors. Sev-
eral microseconds before exposure of the first channel, all
CCDs are flushed to drain the accumulated charge in the pho-
tosensitive cells. After exposure of the last channel a charge
transfer shifts the photoelectrons into the transport channels
of the CCDs, preventing multiple exposure of the CCDs. Af-
ter the charge transfer all pixels are read out for analogue-
to-digital conversion and the image data are stored in the on-
board RAM of the CCDs. Flush and transfer only take several
microseconds to perform, whereas readout takes 80 ms to fin-
ish. When the readout is completed another recording can be
made. The onboard RAM of the CCDs limits the number of
recordings within one experiment to 6, leading to a total num-
ber of 768 full frames. After the final readout, all image data
are transferred via USB-hubs to a desktop computer for data
storage and analysis. Since this takes only several seconds,
many consecutive experiments can be performed in a short
time frame.

A single experiment performed with the Brandaris 128 in
default mode consists of 6 recordings, using all 128 frames
for each recording, as depicted in Figure 2(b). To increase the
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FIG. 1. (a) The Brandaris 128 ultra-high-speed imaging facility. (b) Ultra-
sound contrast agent showing buckling behavior recorded at 14.5 Mfps.2

(c) Breakup of a 1.25 μm radius liquid jet into microdroplets, visualized with
an interframe time of 73 ns.3 (d) Cleaning of a silicon wafer by the growth
and collapse of a cloud of cavitation bubbles located in between two micro-
pits (white arrows), recorded at 5.4 Mfps.4

repetition rate of subsequent recordings a segmented mode
was devised, as shown in Figure 2(c). The total number of 128
frames can be divided into 2 segments of 64 frames or 4 seg-
ments of 32 frames. After exposure of the first segment, only
the charge of the first segment is transferred into the transport
channels of the corresponding CCDs. During a subsequent
mirror period, all CCDs are flushed again and after exposure
the second segment undergoes charge transfer. The data in the
transport channels of the first segment are unaffected
by the additional exposures, flushes, and charge transfers.
After all charge transfer is completed for the last segment,
readout can be initiated for all channels. In theory, an inter-
segment time as short as the mirror period divided by the
number of mirror faces can be achieved, resulting in 17 μs
for a three-sided mirror.

The Brandaris 128 has been dedicated predominantly
to the study of medical ultrasound contrast agents. These
gas-filled, micrometer-sized, coated bubbles are very efficient
scatterers of ultrasound and are used in organ perfusion imag-
ing. The understanding of the interaction of the bubbles and
ultrasound allows us to improve their performance. However,
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic representation of the optical configuration of a rotat-
ing mirror framing camera. (b) Exposure diagram for a recording in default
mode. (c) Exposure diagram for a recording in segmented mode (f = flush,
t� = transfer of segment �, ro = start of readout).

to achieve this, a detailed insight of the microbubble dynam-
ics is crucial. Since the applied ultrasound frequencies and
corresponding microbubble oscillations are in the order of
1–5 MHz, ultra-high-speed imaging at a frame rate exceed-
ing 10 Mfps is required.

The microbubbles are resonators to the applied sound
field, hence their response is a function of both pressure
and frequency. By systematically varying the ultrasound pa-
rameters and recording the microbubbles oscillations, the re-
sponse of single phospholipid-coated microbubbles is now
well understood. A major contribution was made by Van
der Meer et al.7 in 2007 when the camera was operated
in segmented mode. This allowed for the recording of 12–
24 sequences in a single experiment to fully capture a bub-
ble’s resonance curve within a single run of the camera by
changing the insonation frequency in each segment, as shown
in Figure 3. This method was termed microbubble spec-
troscopy, since a single experiment revealed the characteris-
tics of a single microbubble for a scan of a chosen parame-
ter. Other studies visualized for the first time phenomena such
as shell buckling,8 “compression-only” behavior,9 “threshold-
ing” behavior,10 nonspherical oscillations,11 and subharmonic
oscillations.12
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FIG. 3. Microbubble spectroscopy.7 (a) Radius-time curves of a microbubble for different excitation frequencies, recorded in a single run of the Brandaris 128.
(b) Resonance curve obtained from the radius-time curves of a single run.
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Enhanced functionality was achieved by combining
the camera with optical tweezers to perform 3D micro-
manipulation of microbubbles.13 This enabled the compari-
son of bubble oscillations near a wall and at a distance from
the wall within a single experiment, by applying a Laguerre-
Gaussian laser beam to control the vertical position of a
microbubble. In the same way, the influence of neighboring
bubbles was studied by controlled variation of the distance
between two bubbles.

New insight into the physical mechanisms of ultrasound-
triggered local drug delivery was found by studying the re-
lease and uptake of drugs by cultured cells. Recordings of
a hard-shelled, oil-filled agent showed the disruption of the
polymer wall and subsequent release of the contents.14 Van
Wamel et al. studied the interaction of a microbubble and
an endothelial cell.15 The high-speed recordings revealed the
mechanical forces that a bubble can exert on the neighboring
cell membrane, by visualizing the cell deformation follow-
ing microbubble oscillations. In combination with simultane-
ous fluorescence recordings, an enhanced permeability of the
cell membrane was confirmed and was attributed to acoustic
streaming.

The Brandaris 128 has also been used to study other
fast phenomena that occur on a nanoseconds time scale, such
as droplet formation in piezoinkjet printing16 and pulmonary
drug delivery,3 and bubble-induced cavitation for the cleaning
of silicon wafer surfaces.17 Figures 1(b)–1(d) show several
examples of observed phenomena.

A. System limitations

Despite the numerous novel scientific results obtained
with the Brandaris 128, the camera still has its limitations,
the first being the recording speed. An increase in frame
rate would open up a range of possible applications. Even a
“minor” improvement of a factor 2 (50 Mfps) would enable
the study of microbubbles excited by ultrasound frequencies
in the order of 20 MHz. These frequencies are being used
for high-resolution intravascular ultrasound imaging. At this
point, increasing the frame rate can only be achieved through
major alterations to the design of the camera, which, in terms
of costs, would be in the same order of a full redesign of the
system.

Second, the original timing controller of the Brandaris
128 that generated the triggers for the ultrasound, the illu-
mination and the flush and transfer of the CCDs, was based
on manual switches and timer/counter equipment. It required
at least two people to operate and the response time was ap-
proximately 2 s. To ensure accurate timing, the turbine had
to be run for an extended period of time until the speed had
stabilized.

Each channel has the capacity to store 6 images in its
onboard RAM. It enables the user to perform 6 recordings
in less than a second, which is an advantage over other high-
speed cameras that can typically only record 1 to sometimes 2
images per sensor. Nevertheless, even 6 recordings are insuf-
ficient to capture the dynamics of a microbubble for a small
set of three different pressures at three different insonation

frequencies. Full characterization then requires multiple ex-
periments taking several minutes to complete in which the
properties of the microbubbles may change significantly. This
problem can be addressed by using 24 recordings in the seg-
mented mode, however, this limits the number of frames per
recording to 32.

Aside from the reduced number of frames per recording,
when it was first introduced the segmented mode was also
limited in its inter-segment time. Since no actual readout of
the sensors is required until all segments are illuminated, the
theoretical time between subsequent segments is the revolu-
tion period of the mirror divided by the number of mirror
faces. However, these specifications were not met, resulting
in a time between segments equal to the time between full
sequence recordings, i.e., 80 ms. Furthermore, the number of
segments was limited to four.

Finally, for imaging at a micrometer length scale, the typ-
ical technique used is bright field microscopy using back il-
lumination, since it has the highest yield in light intensity. At
an exposure time of 40 ns and magnifications up to 200 times,
every photon counts. By using a special xenon strobe, bright
field sequences can be recorded up to the limiting frame rate
of the camera. At frame rates above 8 Mfps, the ignition peak
of the flash is used, whereas at lower frame rates the longer
and more stable discharge pulse of the flash offers sufficient
illumination intensity (pulse shape shown schematically in
Figure 10). Although the ignition peak is not constant in time,
no other light source offers comparable illumination levels for
a duration of 5–16 μs.18 The varying intensity levels for each
individual frame never proved a problem for data analysis.
When the setup does not allow for bright field imaging and
reflected instead of transmitted light is required, for instance,
using dark field illumination, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the images is decreased significantly. The photon flux re-
flected by the sample is a factor of 10 lower as compared
to back illumination. Using a standard fluorescence micro-
scope, an exposure time in the order of tens of milliseconds
is required to visualize a fluorescently labeled microbubble.
When fluorescence imaging is required for particle tracking
or to visualize drug release or uptake from a microbubble at
a (sub)microsecond time scale, coupling the camera to a fluo-
rescence microscope setup simply does not yield enough pho-
tons. The reduced exposure time requires an increase of the
photon flux of five orders of magnitude to achieve a satisfac-
tory SNR.

B. Enhanced features

1. Timing

To overcome several of the aforementioned limitations,
adaptations have been made to both the hardware and soft-
ware of the camera in the last decade. First, a dedicated tim-
ing controller was developed for generating “real-time” trig-
ger signals for illumination, ultrasound, and the CCDs. By
constantly monitoring the mirror speed and adapting the pre-
trigger delays for various devices, a timing accuracy of less
than 40 ns was achieved, equal to the interframe time at the
maximum frame rate. As variations in the mirror speed are
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now accounted for continuously, the user does not have to
wait for the turbine to run at a stable speed before starting
the actual experiment, thereby reducing the time required to
reach the desired frame rate and limiting the wear of the tur-
bine. Furthermore, the system was designed to be operated by
autonomous triggering at a preset frame rate.

2. Storage

An improvement was made with the goal to increase the
number of recordings within a single run, which is limited by
the storage capacity of the CCDs. In many experiments, only
a single bubble or an event that is small compared to the full
image frame is of interest. Nevertheless a full frame will be
stored in the onboard RAM. By letting the user select a re-
gion of interest (ROI) on the CCDs, the image size can be
decreased, overcoming the memory space limit of 6 images
per channel. This drastically increases the number of record-
ings within one experiment. It also decreases the number of
times the turbine has to be run when a parametric study is
conducted, again limiting the wear of the turbine.

3. Software

Software changes were made to use the full capacity of
the segmented mode, decreasing the inter-segment time from
80 ms to 17 μs. Furthermore, the number of segments, the
number of frames per segment, and the location of the seg-
ments can now be chosen arbitrarily.

4. Fluorescence

The camera system was adapted to be able to perform
fluorescence microscopy on a nanoseconds time scale. To as-
sess the feasibility of a high-speed fluorescence imaging sys-
tem based on the Brandaris 128, an analysis was made, taking
into account all parts that contribute to obtain an acceptable
SNR at 25 Mfps: the image sensor, the imaging optics, the
fluorescent dye, and the excitation light source. This can be
described by the following equation:

SNR ∝ QECCD × NA × �photon, (1)

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, QECCD is the quan-
tum efficiency of the image sensor, NA is the effective numer-
ical aperture of the optical system, and �photon is the photon
flux generated by the fluorescent object. Improving the im-
age sensor sensitivity would mean replacement of the current
Sony ICX-055AL chips; a chip that was chosen specifically
for its high sensitivity. The sensitivity per unit area of CCD
sensors has not increased much since the introduction of the
Brandaris 128. Back-illuminated CCDs have a higher quan-
tum efficiency, but this would increase the sensitivity only by
a factor of 2. The use of image intensifiers or electron mul-
tiplication applied in EMCCDs will increase the sensitivity
by one or perhaps two orders of magnitude, however, these
techniques require a large amount of space and the first intro-
duces very high noise levels while the latter requires exten-
sive cooling, which adds to the increased form factor. Further-

more, enormous costs would be involved in the replacement
of the sensors and controller cards, and the required redesign
of the camera interior. The numerical aperture of the micro-
scope system is already optimized by the use of high-NA wa-
ter immersion objectives. The camera design itself limits the
NA through the separation distance between two consecutive
channels. At the highest magnification, the width of the lenses
that produce the images on the CCDs exactly matches the NA
of the beam exiting the microscope, leaving no room for im-
provement. This implies that the increase in sensitivity must
come from the generated fluorescence emission.

The photon flux coming from the sample depends on the
excited state kinetics of the fluorescent molecules, assuming
a steady state is reached and photobleaching is neglected19

�photon = φ

τs

nNs, (2)

where φ is the quantum yield, with a maximum of 1 and many
commercially available dyes have an efficiency of approxi-
mately 70% or higher. The fluorescence lifetime τ s is on the
order of nanoseconds. It is an intrinsic property of the fluores-
cent molecules with only little margin for enhancement. The
number of molecules n depends on the concentration of the
fluorophore and the surface area available for labeling. Only
the fraction of molecules residing in the excited state Ns can
be exploited for increased fluorescence yield, as the other pa-
rameters are largely determined by the type of dye and con-
centration that can be used, and depends on the object that
needs to be labeled. Thus, Ns determines the amount of flu-
orescence emission. Ns depends on the rate constant of the
excited state ks (ks = τ−1

s ) and the excitation rate ka of the
molecules19

Ns = ka

ks + 2ka

, (3)

ka = σλ

hc
I, (4)

where σ is the absorption cross section of a molecule, λ is the
excitation wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed
of light, and I is the excitation intensity delivered by the light
source. At low excitation intensities (ks � ka), the photon flux
is proportional to the intensity of the excitation light. This is
the case for a mercury arc burner or high-intensity LED light
source

�photon = φ
σλ

hc
I n. (5)

This suggests that increasing the excitation intensity by sev-
eral orders of magnitude, for instance, through the use of a
laser, should be sufficient to achieve the required improve-
ment to go from a milliseconds exposure time down to a
nanoseconds exposure time. However, at high excitation in-
tensities (ks � ka), saturation occurs and the photon flux be-
comes independent of the excitation intensity

�photon = φ

2τs

n. (6)

This result shows that when the excitation intensity is suf-
ficiently large to cause saturation, the fluorescence signal is
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Fluorescence images recorded with the Brandaris 128 of (a) a fluo-
rescently labeled phospholipid-coated microbubble (500 ns exposure time)
and (b) a pair of fluorescently labeled, oil-filled polymeric microcapsules
(55 ns exposure time). Scale bars represent 5 μm. The high pay-load of the
polymeric capsules allowed for fluorescence imaging up to the maximum
frame rate of the camera.

almost completely determined by the number of dye
molecules. For a phospholipid-coated microbubble labeled
with a fluorescent dye such as Rhodamine or DiI-C18, the to-
tal number of fluorescent molecules is limited by the surface
area of the bubble. Nevertheless, preliminary experiments us-
ing laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) showed that fluorescence
imaging of microbubbles at frame rates exceeding 1 Mfps is
feasible. For example, Figure 4 shows a phospholipid-coated
microbubble and a pair of oil-filled polymer microcapsules.
They were imaged with the Brandaris 128 with an exposure
time of 500 and 55 ns, respectively. The high loading capacity
of the polymeric capsules allowed for fluorescence imaging
up to 25 Mfps, which is the maximum frame rate of the cam-
era. The microbubbles, with a much less efficient loading of
fluorescent dye molecules, could be imaged up to 2 Mfps in
fluorescence.

II. NEW SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Dedicated timing controller

The trigger system consists of a dedicated PC with a PCI-
based timer/counter with IO-interfacing (NI 6602, National
Instruments, Austin, TX) and a PCI-based programmable de-
lay board (BME sG02p, Bergmann Messgeräte Entwicklung
KG, Murnau, Germany). The input for the system is the
mirror pulse, produced by an infrared laser/photodiode pair,
mounted at 30◦ below the optical axis, providing accurate
measurement of the instantaneous mirror rotation rate and
mirror position. The control software is written in C. It records
every mirror pulse interval and saves it for logging purposes.
Every 4 ms the delays of the various trigger signals are ad-
justed for the running estimate of the mirror speed. Arming
of the delay board is combined with an extra control signal
such as a manually generated input signal or a preset frame
rate.

The accuracy obtained with this system depends on two
parts and can be calculated as follows. The first cause of a
trigger inaccuracy is the readout of the mirror pulse interval
by the timer/counter. By averaging over tens of pulses, the
accuracy is increased by decreasing the random timing error
from 12.5 ns to a few nanoseconds. The second cause is the
change in frame rate, caused by variations in the turbine rota-
tion speed. When the voltage to the MFC is set for a chosen
frame rate, the speed will show an overshoot before reaching
a stable value. To reduce the wear of the turbine, experiments
are now performed around the overshoot, which results in an

A

B

FIG. 5. The region of interest mode lets the user select a region of the full
frame to increase the number of full length exposures. The only constraint is
that the ROI has to be vertically centered. The marked rectangle “A” has a
size of 320× 240 pixels, corresponding to 12 exposures. Rectangle “B” has
a size of 100× 120 pixels, corresponding to 72 exposures.

increased variation in the turbine speed during an experiment
with a maximum of 15% per second, resulting in a variation
of 0.06% within one loop of the timing controller. This accu-
racy also applies to the triggered signals, which, if kept below
50 μs, results in a timing error of less than 30 ns. These
numbers suggest a timing accuracy of less than one single
frame at the maximum frame rate and this conclusion has
been checked and confirmed by experiments.

B. Region of interest mode

Instead of using the full frame, a ROI can be selected if
there is a need for recording more than 6 exposures using all
128 channels for each exposure. In the ROI mode, the user has
the option to select a subsection of the full frame as shown in
Figure 5. Because the image size is reduced, the number of
images that can be stored per CCD in the onboard RAM is
considerably increased.

The horizontal position of the ROI can be selected from
11 pre-defined values and the vertical position is fixed around
the center of the frame. The vertical symmetry was chosen
because of limited resources of the field-programmable gate
array on the CCD-controller. Both the height and width of
the ROI can be selected from 9 pre-defined values. The min-
imum size is 105× 78 pixels and the maximum size is 500
× 292 pixels which is equal to a full frame. Selecting the min-
imum size of the ROI results in a maximum of 125 exposures,
given the 1 MB RAM storage space per channel. In a typical
experiment, a ROI of 153× 114 pixels results in 60 exposures
within a single experiment. Each exposure requires 80 ms to
be transferred to the onboard memory, leading to a total time
of 4.8 s in which 60 experiments can be recorded.

C. Segmented mode

The segmented mode was devised with the purpose to in-
crease the number of recordings within one experiment and
to have an inter-segment time in the order of microseconds.
The latter requirement was not achieved yet during the intro-
duction of the Brandars 128 because of previous limitations
of the timing controller and the limited pulse length and pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) of the light source. Adaptations to
the software that controls the triggering and to the light source
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FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the improved segmented mode. The 128
channels can be subdivided into segments with an arbitrary number (≤128)
of frames. The example shows 6 segments of different length. The timing of
the flush and transfer triggers is matched to the mirror period (Tmirror). The
flush signals (f) are sent to all channels, whereas the transfer signals (tn) are
segment specific. The time difference between the start of two subsequent
segments (Tn−Tn + 1) depends on their position.

have been made to enable subdivision of the 128 channels into
arbitrarily chosen segments with a short inter-segment time.

The time between segments can be strongly reduced
since the image data are transferred quickly from the sensor
into the transport channel before a second exposure, where the
data are unaffected by any additional exposures of the CCD.
The readout process takes approximately 80 ms, whereas
transfer of the image data into the transport channel is com-
pleted within 10 μs. After the recording of the final segment,
the image data from all channels are transferred to the RAM,
and after 80 ms the first segment can be exposed again.

The user now has full control over the number of frames
in each segment, the position of the frames and the time delay
between the segments. Figure 6 shows a timing diagram in
which the 6 exposures are depicted horizontally and the dif-
ferent segments within one recording are depicted vertically.
The minimum size of a segment is now a single frame and
the minimum inter-segment time is equal to the rotation pe-
riod of the mirror divided by the number of mirror faces. In
case of a three-sided mirror rotating at its maximum speed of
20 000 rps, the inter-segment time is 17 μs. Because each
frame can be allocated separately to a specific segment, seg-
ments can contain several frames located randomly within the
total of 128 channels.

In order to obtain inter-segment times in the order of the
microseconds, the timing sequence and the illumination had
to be adjusted. A separate delay generator (Model 555, Berke-
ley Nucleonics Company) was used to control the triggering
of the flush for the CCDs, the ultrasound, and the illumi-
nation for each segment. The xenon flash light source used
for bright field illumination has a maximum repetition rate of
15 Hz, which is too slow to generate a separate pulse for each

segment. On the other hand, a single pulse does not cover all
segments, since the discharge pulse length is approximately
40–50 μs. Therefore, the electrical discharge circuit of the
light source was modified to have a discharge lasting up to
1 ms, thereby allowing all segments to be illuminated by a sin-
gle flash. The electrical capacitance was increased to maintain
sufficient illumination levels, although it was observed that it
reduced the lifetime of the light source.

D. Ultra-high-speed fluorescence imaging setup

Laser-induced fluorescence is used in many research
fields such as the visualization of turbulent mixing flows20 or
combustion processes,21 (micro) particle image velocimetry
(μPIV),22 and molecular spectroscopy.23 For measuring ve-
locity fields often dual cavity Nd:YAG lasers provide the flu-
orescence excitation of micrometer-sized or nanometer-sized
tracer particles. The typical PRF of the laser is in the order
of 10 Hz, whereas Nd:YLF lasers can achieve a PRF of up to
200 kHz. Nevertheless, a separate cavity would be required
for each individual frame to be able to do LIF at frame rates
exceeding 1 Mfps,24 rendering pulsed lasers unsuitable espe-
cially when taking into account the required power supply and
cooling equipment.

Mode-locked lasers have fundamental repetition rates in
the order of 100 MHz and higher, fast enough to match the
frame rates of the Brandaris 128. The high PRF results in
multiple pulses per exposure at a time scale comparable to
the fluorescence lifetime of a fluorescent molecule, resulting
in a quasi-continuous illumination.

A CW laser does not reach the high peak intensity lev-
els of a pulsed laser, but it can utilize the full exposure time
to excite the fluorescent molecules for a prolonged period of
time. Moreover, diode-pumped solid-state lasers come in a
large variety of wavelengths, they have a small form factor,
they do not require extensive cooling, and they are more cost
effective than pulsed laser systems. For all these reasons, a
5 W DPSS CW laser (Cohlibri, Lightline, Germany) with a
wavelength of 532 nm was chosen as the fluorescence excita-
tion source.

Its small form factor allowed mounting underneath the
camera, as depicted schematically in Figure 7. The modular

MicroscopeCamera

Laser AOM

US transducer
Optical fiber

Objective

Sample

Water bath

Dichroic mirror

Notch filter

Beam 
expander

FIG. 7. Schematic view of the experimental used for high-speed fluorescence
recordings with the Brandaris 128. The laser light is focused by the imaging
objective onto the sample. The beam-expander filters the laser beam and al-
lows for adjustment of the laser spot size.
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design of the microscope allowed for coupling of the laser
light into the optical path of the microscope via a dichroic mir-
ror. Two mirrors align the laser beam onto the beam expander.
The beam is passed through a pinhole for spatial filtering, then
expanded to a width of 3 mm. By adjusting the position of the
plano-convex lens of the beam expander the divergence of the
beam can be varied and the spot size at the sample level can
be controlled. The dichroic mirror directs the laser light to-
wards the imaging objective that focusses the excitation light
onto the sample. A notch filter located above the dichroic mir-
ror filters out any reflected excitation light from the fluores-
cence emission that has not been filtered out by the dichroic
mirror. When recording in bright field with the fluorescence
filters in place, 42% of the xenon illumination is filtered out
by the dichroic mirror and notch filter, maintaining sufficient
light levels for bright field imaging.

Focusing of the laser light through the imaging objective
is necessary to achieve sufficient excitation levels of the fluo-
rescent dye molecules. Consequently, the field of view for flu-
orescence is limited by the laser spot size. The smallest spot
can be achieved by positioning the plano-convex lens such
that the beam exiting the beam expander is parallel. A 60×
water immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 0.9,
typically used for microbubble experiments, produces a spot
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.0 μm and
a maximum laser intensity of 72MW/cm2. The spot diameter
can be increased by making the laser beam divergent before it
enters the objective. This greatly decreases the laser intensity
as shown in Figure 8. The optimal spot size depends strongly
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FIG. 8. (a) Laser beam profile for a spot with FWHM 1.0 μm and
(b) 23 μm. (c) The measured maximum excitation intensity as a function
of laser spot size for a 60× objective with a NA of 0.9.

on the observed sample and should be matched to the desired
field of view.

Direct modulation of the voltage supplied to the laser
head allows for a maximum switching rate of 1 kHz, which
results in a rise time longer than the recording time of the
Brandaris 128. The amount of photobleaching generated dur-
ing the startup of the laser can be significant and at a mil-
lisecond time scale, unwanted thermal effects can play a role.
Heating of the sample should be avoided especially when ex-
periments are performed on biological samples. To facilitate
a faster rise time and shorter pulses, the laser was gated by
an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (AOTF.nC-VIS, AA op-
toelectronic, France) positioned in between the laser and the
beam expander. The laser beam was sent through the AOM
unfocussed to minimize power loss, although this resulted in
a slower switching speed. The light transmitting efficiency of
the AOM is 92%, resulting in a maximum power of 4.8 W for
gate times of 5 μs and longer, corresponding to a rise and fall
time of 5 μs as shown in Figure 9. Shorter gate times result in
decreased laser power.

With the fluorescence module in place, the Brandaris 128
configuration gives rise to three illumination options: bright
field, fluorescence, and the combination of both illumination
techniques. A digital delay generator (Model 575, Berkeley
Nucleonics Corporation, San Rafael, CA) is used to trigger
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FIG. 9. (a) Maximum laser power for different gate times of the AOM. A
maximum power of 4.8 W was obtained for gate times of 5 μs and longer.
(b) Pulse shape for three different gate times of the AOM. The rise and fall
time of the AOM is 5 μs.
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Laser/AOM

Laser trigger AOM trigger

Ultrasound

Trigger
TriggerSignal 1

Signal 2
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Camera
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1 128

Recording 1 Recording 2

> 80 ms

500 μs 6 μs

0 - 100 μs

10 μs

Xenon flash

Trigger
Illumination

8 μs

FIG. 10. Timing diagram for two subsequent recordings within a typical experiment. Before each exposure the CCDs are flushed and after capturing frame 128
the image data are transferred to the internal RAM. The xenon flash is triggered several microseconds before exposure 1 to start a bright field recording and
before exposure 2 the laser and the AOM are triggered to initiate the fluorescence recording. Separately pre-programmed ultrasound signals are sent for each
exposure.

the laser and the AOM, and the xenon strobe, giving full
control over the illumination methods. For each individual
recording within one experiment, the illumination method can
be predefined. In the case of 6 full-frame recordings, for in-
stance, the first 3 can be captured in bright field and the fol-
lowing 3 in fluorescence. Other options are alternating bright
field and fluorescence or even 12 combined recordings of
which each recording is split into two virtual segments: the
first 64 frames are recorded in bright field and the second
64 frames are recorded in fluorescence.

Experiments performed with the Brandaris 128 typically
involve ultrasonic excitation of microbubbles or droplets. For
this purpose a separate, pre-programmed ultrasound signal is
uploaded for each recording to an arbitrary waveform gener-
ator (Model 8026, Tabor Electronics Ltd, Israel). A negative
time delay is set in the timing controller to take into account
the travel time of the ultrasound. Figure 10 shows the tim-
ing diagram for two consecutive recordings within one exper-
iment, the first being a bright field recording and the second
being a fluorescence recording.

III. RESULTS

A. Microbubble spectroscopy using ROI mode

In previous research, the segmented mode was used to
perform a large set of experiments in a single run of the
Brandaris 128. Van der Meer et al. subjected a single mi-
crobubble to a scan of 24 different frequencies to construct a
resonance curve by using 4 segments of 32 frames whereas
Emmer et al.10 used 12 segments of 64 frames to vary the
pressure for a constant frequency. Overvelde et al.25 operated
the Brandaris 128 in the normal mode to obtain the behav-
ior of a single microbubble for 8 different pressures and 12
different frequencies. In order to use all 128 frames for each
exposure, it required in total 16 experiments which takes in
total approximately half an hour to record.

By using the new ROI mode (Sec. II B), Faez et al.26

were able to record 49 exposures of a single microbubble
within a single run of the camera, with the purpose to study
its subharmonic behavior. In the first exposure, no ultrasound
was applied to determine the resting radius of the bubble. In
the subsequent 48 exposures, the frequency was swept in 16
steps from 4 to 7 MHz at an acoustic pressure of 50 kPa, fol-
lowed by 16 frequency steps at 100 kPa and finally 16 fre-
quency steps at 120 kPa. Thus, within 5 s 3 resonance curves
of a single microbubble were measured. From each exposure
the diameter of the bubble as a function of time was deter-
mined. From this the maximum amplitude of oscillation at
the subharmonic frequency was extracted and plotted against
frequency as shown in Figure 11.

B. Imaging at multiple time scales
using segmented mode

A typical recording of the Brandaris 128 at 10 Mfps has
a duration of 13 μs. This is very short as compared to the time
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FIG. 11. Three resonance curves of the subharmonic response of a single
microbubble. The set of curves was measured within 5 s in a single run of the
camera.
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FIG. 12. The radial excursion of a microbubble in four segments with an
inter-segment time of 80μs. The bubble was insonified at 2.25 MHz in seg-
ments 2 and 4. The difference in resting radius between segments 2 and 3
indicates bubble shrinkage on a microseconds time scale.

between recordings, which is 80 ms or longer. Two consecu-
tive recordings can therefore be considered to be completely
separate experiments, as the objects in the field of view have
sufficient time to return to an equilibrium state after ultra-
sonic excitation. By decreasing the inter-segment time down
to the order of microseconds, transient effects can be stud-
ied in more detail, while maintaining the high time resolu-
tion within the recording itself. It is known, for instance, that
lipid shedding of phospholipid-coated microbubbles due to
large amplitude oscillations causes shrinkage of a bubble over
time.27 The improved segmented mode allows us to study this
effect at much shorter time scales.

As an example of the improved segmented mode, the
frame rate was set to 10 Mfps, resulting in a mirror period of
120 μs. The mirror mounted during the experiment had three
reflective sides, which allowed for an inter-segment time of

40 μs or any multiple of that number. In this case, the inter-
segment time was set to 80 μs.

The 128 CCDs were divided into four segments of 32
frames. A phospholipid-coated microbubble was insonified at
2.25 MHz in segments 2 and 4. Figure 12 shows the radial
excursion of the microbubble in the four segments, where os-
cillations are visible in the second and fourth segment. The
decrease in the resting radius of the bubble between segments
2 and 3 shows that bubble shrinkage can be significant on a
time scale of 80 μs.

C. Ultra-high-speed fluorescence imaging of
microbubbles

Phospholipid-coated microbubbles, to be used as ultra-
sound contrast agents, were produced in-house following the
method of Klibanov et al.28 In the final production step, the
microbubbles were washed with the fluorescent dye DiI. The
final concentration of dye molecules in the lipid shell was
low, considering that DiI is located in between the distearoyl
phosphatidylethanolamine polyethylene glycol (DSPE-PEG)
molecules that make up only 5% of the total shell material.

The microbubbles were put into an acoustically and opti-
cally transparent OptiCellTM container and insonified at a fre-
quency of 300 kHz with a pressure amplitude of 150 kPa for a
period of 10 cycles. A single microbubble was visualized us-
ing a 60× water-immersion objective. The microbubble oscil-
lations were recorded alternatingly in bright field (exposures
1, 3, and 5) and in fluorescence (exposures 2, 4, and 6) at a
frame rate of 1.5 Mfps.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show still frames from the bright
field and the consecutive fluorescence exposure. The radial
intensity profiles, depicted in Figure 13(c), show the complex
ring structure of the bright field image, due to diffraction and
Mie scattering from the microbubble of the bright field illu-
mination. The fluorescence intensity profile shows a simpler
profile of the microbubble at a higher contrast; the contrast ra-
tio between the center of the bubble and the background is 1.5
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FIG. 13. (a) Still frame from the bright field exposure and (b) from the fluorescence recording of an ultrasound contrast agent microbubble. The scale bar
indicates 6 μm. (c) Radial intensity profiles for bright field imaging (black) and fluorescence imaging (gray). The circles indicate the maximum of the first
derivative of the profile, where the radius is determined by the analysis. (d) Radius time curves of the microbubble oscillations. The bright field recordings
(black) show a larger radius than the fluorescence recordings (gray).
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for the bright field image and 13 for the fluorescence image.
Furthermore, while the bright field images miss all informa-
tion of the nanometer scale coating material, the fluorescence
image shows the inhomogeneities in the distribution of dye
molecules over the bubble shell.

The microbubble oscillations were analyzed using MAT-
LAB. The contour of the bubble was tracked in each frame by
finding the maximum and minimum slope, respectively, for all
angular positions on the bubble rim. The resulting radius-time
curve is plotted in Figure 13(d). The bright field traces show
great similarity, as well as the fluorescence traces. Both imag-
ing methods capture the dynamics of the bubble oscillations,
however, there is a systematically lower radius obtained for
the fluorescence image. This can also be seen in Figure 13(c).
The minimum slope of the fluorescence image is located at
a smaller radius than the maximum slope of the bright field
profile. This example demonstrates the importance of fluores-
cence imaging at these length scales, where diffraction and
Mie scattering dominate the bright field image of the bubble
with a size in the order of the wavelength of the light. Besides
the optical imaging system, i.e., the objective lens, mirror, re-
lay lenses, etc., the illumination system also influences the
final image. As the fluorescence emission originates from the
object itself, the final image does not suffer from a complex
scattering and diffraction pattern.

In order to generate sufficient fluorescence signal the ex-
citation irradiance levels have to be substantial, causing pho-
tobleaching of the excited dye molecules, even at the mi-
croseconds time scale. Figure 14 shows the relative mean flu-
orescence intensity of the microbubble depicted in Figure 13
over the course of a single exposure. Within 5 μs, the intensity
has dropped to half of its original value, resulting in a signif-
icant loss of signal-to-noise ratio. Experiments with bubbles
that were not excited by ultrasound (and as a consequence had
a constant radius) showed that the photobleaching does not in-
fluence the measured radius. The second curve shows that the
photobleaching is largely reversible, indicated by a maximum
intensity of the second exposure of 84% as compared to the
first one.
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FIG. 14. Fluorescence intensity of a fluorescently labeled microbubble as
a function of time. The solid circles show the relative fluorescence intensity
over the period of the first exposure to continuous laser excitation light. In the
second exposure (open circles), the fluorescence partially recovers to 84% of
the initial value.

IV. DISCUSSION

The region of interest mode has greatly enhanced the ca-
pabilities of the Brandaris 128, by allowing a single exper-
iment to capture the behavior of a microbubble for a large
parameter set. It drastically reduces the record time and lim-
its the wear of the turbine and saves on the usage of helium.
Furthermore, a microbubble can be studied extensively in a
short period of time, reducing the influence of experimental
parameters such as temperature, shell composition, local gas
concentration, etc. However, the increased number of record-
ings per experiment causes a somewhat longer download time
to transfer the image data to the PC, as the ROI images are
exported at full-frame image size by adding a black back-
ground around the ROI. Nevertheless, a significant time gain
is achieved.

Using the segmented mode, multiple time scales can now
be captured within a single recording in order to study phe-
nomena with high temporal resolution over a prolonged pe-
riod of time. The challenge in this operating mode is the bright
field illumination, since only a single discharge from a xenon
flash light source can be used and high input energy levels are
required that lead to increased deterioration of the lifetime
of the light source. Employing multiple light sources coupled
into a single optical fiber can be used to overcome this prob-
lem, although this would still limit the number of segments.
Continuous light sources are not an option, as they do not
reach the required light intensity, and laser bright field illumi-
nation leads to severe loss in image quality due to speckles
and interference patterns, caused by spatial and temporal co-
herence of the light. This issue can be resolved by using laser-
induced fluorescence for back illumination, as described by
Van der Bos et al.18 However, a pulsed laser is required to ob-
tain sufficient excitation levels, complicating the practical im-
plementation of this illumination technique for time-resolved
imaging.

To our knowledge this is the first time fluorescence
recordings of an oscillating microbubble at a frame rate ex-
ceeding 1 Mfps and a submicrometer resolution have been
performed. This demonstrates that the sensitivity of the Bran-
daris 128 imaging facility has been increased tremendously.
This opens up an exciting new field of research applica-
tions for the camera, allowing for the visualization of phe-
nomena such as ultrasound-triggered drug release and up-
take and flow visualization using nanoseconds time-resolved
μPIV and PTV. Since no transmitted light is required for
fluorescence imaging and the bubble-background contrast is
greatly enhanced, optical in vivo studies of ultrasound contrast
agents can be performed. In all experiments, but especially
when biological samples are used, thermal effects of the laser
illumination due to unwanted absorption have to be consid-
ered. When long pulses are used for imaging at a lower frame
rate or when the concentration of dye is very high, care should
be taken to avoid heating, and which may potentially lead to
vaporization. Furthermore, the amount of photobleaching has
to be minimized, to ensure a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
Since the photobleaching depends on many parameters, such
as the pulse length of the laser, the laser intensity, its spot size,
but also the dye concentration, an assessment should be made
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for each individual experiment to find a satisfactory compro-
mise between fluorescence yield and photobleaching.

With all these new features in place, one issue remains
unresolved, namely, the maximum frame rate of the camera.
Redesigning the optical configuration by placing the image
arc further away from the mirror to fit more channels in is an
option, although the costs would be very high and it would
result in a reduced numerical aperture. Driving the turbine at
higher speeds requires minimizing the viscous drag by run-
ning it on hydrogen instead of helium or by running it in a
vacuum. Even if this can be achieved, the stability of the tur-
bine system can then become the limiting factor. When frame
rates exceeding 20 Mfps26 are used, care must be taken to
avoid excessive heat buildup and wear of the bearings of the
mirror turbine. An increase in speed of a factor of two can
theoretically be achieved by splitting the beam coming from
the microscope and thereby making two separate images per
CCD-sensor. However, the NA of the camera would become a
factor 2 lower in addition to the reduced exposure time, result-
ing in a real challenge to collect sufficient photons per image.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Since its introduction ten years ago, the Brandaris 128
has been a unique ultra-high-speed imaging system. The im-
provements that were made in the last decade further con-
tribute to the versatility of the system. By increasing the num-
ber of frames from 768 to 16 000, a single run of the camera
can now record up to 125 unique recordings within several
seconds. The time between separate recordings has been re-
duced by three orders of magnitude from 80 ms to 17 μs, en-
abling imaging at multiple time scales ranging from nanosec-
onds to milliseconds. The incorporated fluorescence module
unites all the advantages of fluorescence imaging such as en-
hanced contrast and resolution to time-resolved high-speed
imaging. Combined with the maximum frame rate of 25Mfps,
the Brandaris 128 remains an exceptional camera with great
potential for future research.

The Brandaris camera has been focused on studies re-
lated to ultrasound contrast agents. Past applications with
the camera also include inkjet printing, pulmonary drug de-
livery spray formation, semiconductor cleaning, hydrody-
namic and acoustic cavitation root canal endodontic therapy,
lab-on-a-chip micro- and nanofluidics, and particle tracking
and particle imaging velocimetry. Future applications of the
camera are foreseen in plasma and lightning sparks, laser ma-
terials processing, protein folding dynamics, and turbulent
combustion.
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